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1. Introduction

Several objectives outlined in the original technical proposal (see IBM Technical Proposal:

Sub-Picosecond Laser Studies of Excited-State Dynamics ) were fulfilled in the work done under

the just completed three-year contract (1 Aug 1986- 31 July 1989). A comparison of results that

were actually achieved with our stated goals serves as the loosely-defined structure for this final re-

port. Results are presented approximately in the order they were obtained.

2. Amplification of Femtosecond Pulses in Excimer Gain Modules

The main thrust of our original proposal was contained in Sec. II of that proposal, entitled

"Subpicosecond Broadband Absorption Spectroscopy of Photodissociating Molecules". It was there

proposed that, through developments in ultrafast light pulse technology, it might be possible "to

record the spectra of molecules actually in the process of photodissociation and of fragments actu-

ally in the process of being formed." To achieve this goal appeared to require development of a

powerful femtosecond LIV photolytic source. Amplification of femtosecond pulses in excimer gain

modules was identified, in turn, as the most promising means to realize the latter, although, at the

time, subpicosecond pulse amplification in excimers had not yet been reported.

We began our (DAAI.03-86-C-000R) contract work. focussing on the development of a

subpicosecond photolytic source, one based upon amplification in XeCl gain modules. Seed pulses

for the excimer amplifier were formed through the use of a synch-pumped mode-locked dye laser

tuned to 616 nm, a single-mode fiber pulse compressor, a four-stage Nd, :YAG-laser-pumped dye

amplifier, and finally, a KDP frequency doubling crystal. A pair of XeCI gain modules was used to

amplify the 350-fsec seed pulses to -10-m.1 energies with ": I-mJ amplified spontaneous emission

content. The publication I describing this result was the first published account of subpicosecond laser r

pulse amplification in excimer gain modules. The optical layout of the apparatus finally realized 0

was quite similar to the proposed layout shown in Fig. 2 of our original technical proposal. (Only, 0

we overestimated the maximum short-pulse output energy by roughly a factor 5. as we proposed -

use of double-pass amplification in one of the two XcCl amplifiers, which we now know to be

unrealistic in view of the ASE that would be generated.) ' Codes
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We subsequently greatly improved the femtosecond XeCI amplifier by substituting for the

synch-pumped dye laser and fiber pulse compressor a colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laser (CPM)

working at 616nm2 . This system produced pulses of 160-fscc duration, the bandwidth limit 2 for

XeCl. A simple multiplexer that was introduced ' allowed the amplification of two , orthogonally

polarized, 308-rm, 160-fsec pulses with each discharge of the excimer module used. The energy of

each pulse is about 4 mJ when a single pass of amplification in an EMG 101 module is used, and

about 12 mJ when the seed passes through two such amplifiers. The apparatus runs very reliably

over long periods of time, requiring a minimum of adjustment.

3. Continuum Generation in Gases

Following the successful development of an energetic. 160-fsec, 308-nm photolytic source, the

main task of our group became to find ways in which femtosecond continua could be generated for

use in broadband absorption probing of transition states produced by the photolytic action of the

femtosecond 308-nm pulses. In a short period of time, we successfully discovered two separate

techniques for producing such continua. These are now briefly described.

A. Generation of a Femtosecond IR (2.2-2.7 ,,m) Continuum by Stimulated Electronic

Raman Scattering in Ba Vapor.

We observed that a strong, - I00-cm I-wide, 16O-fsec continuum could be efficiently produced

by focussing the amplified 308-nm pulses into Ba vapor 4. The generating mechanism was shown

to be transient stimulated electronic Raman scattering (SERS). It was also shown in Ref. 4 that

the femtosecond IR continuum could be readily upconverted by four-wave mixing in an alkali

metal vapor driven by a nanosecond laser. Thus, the stage was set for measurement of ultrafast

events possessing spectral features in this wavelength range. Such an event was subsequently iden-

tified and measured (Sec. 4).

B. Generation of Femtosecond LWV and Visible Continua in Iligh Pressure Gases.
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We also soon discoveredl-5 that a powerful femtosecond 1I continuum extending from 230 to

400 nm (Fig. lb) could be efficiently generated by focussing the amplified 308-nm pulses into a high

pressure cell containing any one of a number of common laboratory gases-Ar, N2, CO 2, etc-it im-

mediately became evident that gas-phase continuum generation is the dominant nonlinear process

in high-pressure gases in the femtosecond regime, completely displacing from this role stimulated

Raman scattering, which is the dominant nonlinear process in the picosecond regime. The newly

discovered effect appeared to be the gas-phase equivalent of the so-called "supercontinuum g,..ner-

ation" phenomenon that occurs in condensed matter, an effect well known, and extensively utilized,

by kinetic spectroscopists since 1970. However, the gas-phave continuum driven at 308 nm contains

much more light in the UV region than does a condensed matter continuum driven by a visible laser.

It should, therefore, in our opinion, in the long run be much more useful for femtosecond kinetic

absorption spectroscopy of molecules and atoms than a visible continuum, because the majority

of the atoms and molecules primarily absorb in the I V. It should here, of course, be mentioned

that supercontinuum generation in the condensed phase simply does not work with 3O9-nm

pumping. Thus, for JV work, the gas-phase continuum generation becomes virtually a necessity.

A visible gas-phase continuum, extending from 400 to 950 nm (Fig. ic), can also easily be

produced by focussing the amplified 616-nm pulses into the same high pressure gases. For con-

venience, we utilize this visible continuum when the transient spectral features being studied occur

in the visible (see Sec. 6A).

To cancel the effects of random spectral variations appearing from shot to shot in either the

visible or IV continuum, we incorporated a reference channel (see Fig. 2) in our apparatus6 . This

involved installation of a second OMA and spectrograph, both identical to the ones used in the

signal channel. This gained for us more than a factor 10 in sensitivity.

The 308-nm-driven, high-pressure-gas, IV continuum also directly provides us with

femtoecond seed pulses suitable for amplification at 248.5 nm in a KrF excimer gain module".

In this simple manner (Fig. 2), we directly obtain amplified pulses at 248.5 nm having 7-m.1 pulse

energy and 200-fsec pulse duration. These pulses are used for photolysis of molecules which do not

absorb at 308 nm, such as the molecule DAB1CO, discussed immediately below.



4. Measurement of Internal Conversion in DABCO Vapor: Use of the IR Continuum as Probe

An experiment (Fig. 3) utilizing the femtosecond 2.2-2.7 jim continuum (sec. 3A) was per-

formed in DABCO vapor7. This involved femtosecond pumping at 248.5 nm to the B state, internal

conversion (IC) to vibrationally excited levels At of the A state, and probing via broadband IR

absorption the Bt - t transition. The results (Figs. 4,5) showed that the B -- At IC process takes

less than 0.5 psec. This experiment marked the first time femtosecond kinetic absorption

spectroscopy-was performed in the IR. Although our original technical proposal stressed the use

of the IR spectral region for broadband transient spectroscopy, our subsequent inability to generate

femtosecond IR continua outside the 2.2-2.7 ,im wavelength range (see Sec. 8) curtailed further

investigations on our part in the IR. Instead, we began to concentrate on probing in the UV and

visible regions, as we shall now discuss.

5. Femtosecond Photolysis of Thallium Halide Vapors: Use of the UV Probe Continuum

In the past few years spectroscopic observation in real time of the "transition states" of a

chemical reaction has become possible with the development of laser pulses as short as 6

femtoseconds. All. Zewail et al. have conducted femtosecond transition-state spectroscopy (FTS)

experiments on several gas-phase photodissociation reactions involving either (1) direct

dissociation8 into the final photofragments that are produced or (2) predissociative trapping9 of the

photofragments en route to attainment of the final product distribution. In these FTS experiments.

a femtosecond IV pump pulse first excites a molecule to a repulsive electronic state. A tunable

femtosecond probe pulse, delayed by a variable time from the pump pulse, then detects one of the

photofragments as it undergoes separation from the rest of the molecule, the probe pulse inducing

either fluorescence ([IF) of the fragment or its multiphoton ionization (MPI) in a time-of-flight

apparatus. Spectral changes that are observed in the (! ,IF) excitation spectrum at small pump-probe

separations thus provide information about variations in the separation between the potential

curves involved in the probe transition, occurring as the interatomic spacing is varied, with the

photofragment still in the force field of the remaining parts of the molecule, i.e., with the whole

photodissociating complex still in the process of passing through a continuous sequence of "tran-

sition states".
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There is, of course, an alternative approach to the real time optical spectroscopic study of

transition states produced by photodissociation, one which we have applied to the study of a

number of systems during the recently completed contract period. In this approach, as in FTS

experiments, a femtosecond IV pump source first excites a molecule to a repulsive electronic state.

After a variable delay, a femtosecond probe pulse is also then applied. However, in this case, the

probe pulse is one of our -20,000 cm -n1 -wide continuum pulses, and the photofragments are de-

tected via broadband absorption spectroscopy. A complete spectrum corresponding to a given

pump-probe delay is thus recorded in a single shot. One now varies the pump-probe delay and

notes how the appearance of the absorption spectra change, from the moment when absorption is

first discerned, to the point at which no further changes in the spectra occur. These time-dependent

absorption spectra form the data base for our approach to real time transition-state spectroscopy.

The first systems we chose to study with our technique of femtosecond broadband absorption

spectroscopy were the TI-halides, TII and TlCl5 'l . Unusual line shapes were observed (Fig. 6a)

for a period lasting roughly 1 psec, from the moment the atomic transition first appears, to the point

at which the final, asymptotic, line shape is attained. While the transient spectra obtained were all

clearly identifiable as atomic , the striking asymmetries in line shapes that were observed clearly

demonstrated that they were spectral signatures of atoms still in the force fields of their receding

partners. Completely unanticipated by any of Zewail's published work was (1) the occurrence of

transient spectra having the appearance of gain in certain spectral regions and (2) the observation

that the transient spectra all are centered about the asymptotic line positions.

To explain the two above-mentioned unanticipated observations, our group developed a

theory5, 0 that seems able to account for the main observed features of the transient spectra. This

required use of a model for the transient polarization induced by the probe pulse. For an atom that

is born at time t = t (alternatively, one can regard the oscillator strength of the atomic transition

being probed as having a sharp onset at some internuclear separation, r, , with the internuclear

separation passing through this value in its trajectory at t = t,), the polarization induced by a delta

function continuum pulse occurring at t = 0 was shown' , 10 to have following time dependence:

< p(t, t,) >, ~' erl, II( - t,)ll10 - t,)e "'"/e 2 '



x exp( - t [, I(t')]dt'), (1)

where the 6E i 's denote deviations of the upper and lower levels being probed from their asymptotic

values, and er 0 represents the transition dipole moment, which, in these calculations, is assumed

to be a constant function of internuclear separation. In the above equation, H represents a

Heaviside function. The quantity y is a dephasing factor for the polarization introduced in the

two-level atom Schr6dinger equation. For simplicity, y is assumed to be a constant function of

internuclear separation. The quantity 2 /r B represents the contribution to the asymptotic line width

due to an unspecified source of inhomogeneous broadening5 , 0 . Both y and TB are treated as ad-

justable parameters.

As shown in Refs. 5,10, it is the phase factor in Fq. (1) that is primarily responsible for the

asymmetrical absorption profile observed. In Refs. 5,10 wc assumed the following specific time

dependence for the energy separation:

__1 [Ei(t) - E0(t)] = (, - A,,RL exp( - T R , (2)

where wo is the unperturbed atomic transition frequency. Integration of Eq. (1) over a distribution

function D(t) = dN(t)/dt, where N(t) represents the atomic population was also performed. We

specified I)(t) to be proportional to the quantity sech 2[(l - tD)/AtI]. The quantity tD is the sepa-

ration between the pump and probe. The quantity At) characterizes the width of the growth period.

A lower limit to AtD would clearly be the pump pulse duration (160 fsec at 308 nm).

Results from the theoretical model are shown in Fig. 6b. The values of the five basic parameters

chosen for this figure are: y = 0.0003 fsec 1, AM D = 150 fsec, hAaR = 50cm 1, R = 300fsec , and

T R = 5000 fsec. A qualitative agreement with the shape of the observed spectra is obtained. Note

that the theoretical fit implies that the transition being probed is subject to a 50 cm-I red shift at

the internuclear separation (ri) at which the oscillator strength attains appreciable magnitude. With



the interatomic separation increasing at a rate -7 A/psec',, the value T R = 300 fsec implies that

the I/e decay length for the red shift is -2A.

In Fig. 7, we plot the time decay of the amplitude of the induced polarization, computed with

the use of our model. The relatively long time constant for light radiated by the induced polarization

that is implied by this plot basically shows why the transient spectra we observe are "centered"

about the asymptotic atomic line position. In Fig. 8, we plot trajectories for the electric field radi-

ated by the induced polarization. This figure is in the form of a polar plot in which the radius re-

presents the amplitude of the radiated field and the angle represents the phase of the radiated field

relative to the probe. The time evolution of the radiated field is plotted for four of the traces shown

in Fig. 6b. Note that, at long pump-probe delay limes, as the radiated field decays, it remains al-

ways 180' out-of-phase with respect to the carrier frequency (,)(. At short delay times, however,

there are large changes in the relative phase. These are responsible for the observed spectral

asymmetries, including the appearance of transient gain in certain spectral regions.

Other atomic transitions of TII, TlCI were probed in Refs. 5,10. A wide variety of transient

asymmetries were observed. Some transitions exhibited quite unusual transient features. For ex-

ample, in the case of TICI, with 249-nm excitation, the 351.Q-nm absorption line develops a pro-

nounced transient blue wing. In all, the results presented in Refs. 5 and 10 suggest that a new domain

of atomic spectroscopy has been uncovered-that of atom still in the .force field of their receding

partners- and that this domain exhibits a richness in the variety of line shapes displayed that.

properly interpreted, reveals a great deal of information about the continuous sequence of "transi-

tion states" through which atoms evolve on their way to becoming free.

6. Results from Other Systems

A. Nal

Gaseous Nal, when photodissociated in the 300-329 nm spectral region, undergoes a

predissociative reaction. The wave packet prepared by the pump excitation is largely trapped in an

adiabatic well, but it has a small probability (-0. 1) of undergoing I andau-Zener tunneling onto the

diabatic potential curve, thus permanently escaping the adiabatic well, each time the wave packet
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approaches the curve-crossing region. With the use of their femtosecond LIF technique, Zewail's

group has now experimentally observed in real time oscillations of the wave packet in the adiabatic

well in this system.9

We have also examined the Nal system experimentally, utilizing our femtosecond kinetic ab-

sorption spectroscopy apparatus 12 . Photolysis was performed at both 248.5 and 308 rm. We

discuss the 248.5-nm results first. Figure 9 shows a sequence of time-resolved absorption spectra

obtained in the vicinity of the Na "D" lines when Nal was photolyzed with ,-200 fs pulses at 248.5

nm. The visible femtosecond gas-phase continuum (Fig. 1c) was used as a probe. It is seen that

the Na absorption lines develop in a smooth manner, with no apparent asymmetries present. Some

broadening of the spectra at early times is evident. The peak absorption coefficient is smoothly

attained in -1.5 psec (Fig. 10). A determination of when the pump pulse occurs with respect to

the growth curve in Fig. 10 was not made.

Substantially the same transient absorption line shapes are seen when Nal is photolvzed at 309

nm. Here the principal difference is that the growth of the Na ")" lines occurs in -'I-ps steps (Fig.

I1). The curve presented in Fig. II is basically similar to the Na growlh curve shown in Ref. 9 for

on-resonance LIT excitation.

From the standpoint of the discussion presented in Sec. 5, the principal surprise contained in

Fig. 9, and in the individual time-resolved spectra corresponding to Fig. 1I, is the almost total lack

of asymmetry present in the transient absorption spectra, particularly when compared to the case

of the thallium halides. Yet tl1i5 observation is in full agreement with the theoretical model pre-

sented in Sec. 5 for the followi, - -ason. It is known that the dissociative potential curves of Nal

are extremely flat. For example, in Fig. I of Ref. II, the diabatic potential energy curve F-(r) .

which leads to the fragments Na( 2p) + 1(2P ,2), and which. therefore, corresponds to the upper level

of the transition being probed in the case of Fig. I I is drawn flat for much of the region of interest.

The diabatic potential curve on which the photo-excited wave packet moves before approaching

the avoided curve-crossing region, and after tunneling through it, is also drawn flat for r>3.9A.

(The avoided curve-crossing occurs at -7.OA.) Thiiu, the red shift for Na atomsr juit formed must
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be close to zero. No asymmetries in the transient spectra should, therefore, occur, according to Fq.

(I).

The alkali halides may well represent a special case for the diatomics, in the sense that the

changes in bonding that occur in these systems, when they are undergoing photodissociation, are

comparatively simple. For example, photoexcitation of Nal at 308 nm from the bound ionic state

E,(r) to either the 1 = 01 or L2= I dissociative surfaces transfers an electron from the iodine to the

sodium, thus producing two adjacent neutral atoms which can then either directly dissociate

(L= I) or predissociate (L = 0-) without requiring further dramatic changes in the chemical

bonding. On the other hand, more electrons are involved in the bonding of thallium iodide, for

example, so even if charge transfer of a single electron occurs from iodine to tballium in the

photoexcitation of TIl to a dissociative surface, the remaining electrons involved in bonding will

have to undergo drastic changes in their electronic configurations before the atoms are permanently

separated. From this standpoint, perhaps, one can understand the meaning of a sudden 'turning

on' of an atomic transition oscillator strength as a complex diatomic molecule undergoes

photodissociation.

B. Cyclopentadienyl thallium

In the organometallic compound TI-cyclopentadclenyl the l atom is axially positioned 3A from

the plane of the cyclopentadienyl radical. For this molecule, in the vapor phase, we have

observed 12 that a 160-fs, 309-nm photolysis pulse dissociates the TI atom from its cyclopentadienyl

partner. Absorption spectra recorded with femtorecond resolution in the vicinity of the T1

377.6-nm and 351.9-nm lines following the photolysis pulse again reveal unusual line shapes, similar

to those found in T1 halide photodissociation (Fig. 12).

The spectra obtained in the photodissociation of Tl-cyclopentadienyl vapor begin to show evi-

dence of another important transient effect we have discovered, namely, the enhancement of the

T1 absorption coefficient at early times in the dissociation This effect can, in retrospect, also be

seen in Fig. 6a. However, no evidence of it is seen in the Na I)" line spectra resulting from

photolysis of Nal (Figs. 9-I I). The maximum transient enhancement of the absorption coefficient

I I



in the case of TI-cyclopentadienyl is a function of the relative polarizations of the pump and probe

(Table 1). We will describe a system displaying a much stronger transient enhancement of the ab-

sorption coefficient in Sec. 61).

C. ICN

During the present contract period our group recorded spectrally well-resolved, time-dependent

absorption spectra of CN radicals formed as a result of photolysis of ICN vapor by 200-fsec

pulses' 2 . With 248-nm pumping (Fig. 13), two groups of CN radicals are formed, one with very

high, the other with very low rotational excitation. With 308-nm pumping, only one (medium

excitation) CN rotational distribution is created. Although the existence of these nascent distrib-

utions was already well known, our results show that they arc fully determined in less than 200 fsec,

the time resolution of the apparatus. The actual growth of the CN population occurs in about 300

fsec (Fig 14). However, by the start of the rise, the rotational distributions have already been de-

termined, and they do not change further. Note that the rotational lines appearing in Fig. 13 are

comparatively sharp, much sharper than the - 30 cm I spectral width one would associate with a

300 fsec risetime. The resolution of this paradox is that the spectral width of the recorded absorp-

tion bands can be shown to depend essentially on the fall-time of the polarization induced by the

probe pulse, and not on its rise-time. A fast rise-time contributes intensity to the far wings of the

bands, but at a level -1000x down from the peak, and hence, practically speaking, unobservable.

D. Bismuth (Bi,)

Our group has recently applied femtosecond transition-state spectroscopy to the IUV photolysis

of Bi2 molecules contained in bismuth vapor"'. The small release of kinetic energy during

photodissociation and large mass of the Bi atom both lead to a low Bi-Bi separation velocity. This

makes the photodissociation of Bi2 a model system for transition-state absorption spectroscopy of

diatomic molecules. The principle novel findings of this study can be summarized as follows. (1)

With excitation at 308 nm (-32460 cm 1), at least two dissociative channels (M and M' in Fig. 15)

are observed to be active, each channel producing both a ground state atom (IS. 2) and an excited

state atom (2DN12 or 2l)312'). (2) Formation cf 1- atoms is observed to be delaped in time by

12



-0.5 psec with respect to formation of 21) t2 atoms. (3) As-mmetric transient absorption line shapes

are observed for five different IV atomic transitions monitoring the populations of the 2I) I2 and

2D 2 states. These spectra are qualitatively explained in terms of the model which was discussed in

Sec. 5 and which is based upon the transient behavior of the polarization induced by the probe

continuum pulse as it interacts with a growing population of two-level atoms whose resonance

frequencies shift in time. (4) Transient enhancements of the atomic absorption coefficients are also

observed for all these transitions. In one particular case (Fig. 16) the enhancement is especially

dramatic ( > 3x). Furthermore, it is found that for these transitions, attainment of the asymptotic

atomic configuration for the upper state wavefunction occurs at differing internuclear separations.

Interpretation of such complex behavior awaits detailed quantum chemistry calculations which not

only address potential energy curves, but also the magnitude of the transition moment as a function

of the internuclear separation. The unanticipated richness in the transient spectra we have thus far

observed hopefully well turn the attention of theorists towards this new domain of spectroscopy.

7. Summary

Under contract DAAI.03-86-C-0009, an apparatus for performing femtosecond transition-state

absorption spectroscopy has been developed. The I IV pump pulses .ely upon amplification of

femtosecond pulses in excimers. The probe pulses rely upon gas-phase continuum generation. Both

effects were first realized and/or discovered b1 our group during the contract period just completed.

With the above apparatus, femtosecond transition-state absorption spectroscopy has been per-

formed on T1, Na, and Bi atoms produced by the 30-nm and 248-nm photodissociation of various

gas-phase molecules, and also on CN radicals produced by I V photolysis of ICN. In the case of

TI and Bi, the transient spectra obtained are all clearly identifiable as atomic, yet they display

striking asymmetries in line shapes and enhancements in intensity that clearly demonstrate that they

are spectral signatures of atoms still in the force fields of their receding partners. A new area of

spectroscopy has thus been defined.

8. Addendum: The Non-Realized Goals
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In our original contract proposal, an emphasis was placed upon the discovery of techniques for

producing continua in the IR ("subpicosecond TRISP"). We had assumed that such continua could

readily be produced with various cascaded Raman shifting schemes involving both stimulated

Raman scattering (SRS) in high-pressure molecular gases and stimulated electronic Raman scat-

tering (SERS) in metal vapors. What we learned, instead, during the just completed contract period,

was that, in the femtosecond regime, the occurrence of SRS is almost totally supplanted by

continuum generation. We also attempted SERS in a variety of metal vapors (Ba, Bi, Na, K, Sr,

TI, Tm) with use of both 308-nm and 248-nm pumping. Of these, only Ba and TI worked. Pumping

Ba with 308-nm resulted in the strong 2.2-2.7 lim continuum (Sec. 3A), while TI gave a strong

Raman Stokes output at -1.64 pm when pumped with 200-fsec, 248.5-nm pulses. Neither IR

wavelength range is really in the vibrational "fingerpiint" region. Thus, we quickly focussed upon

the use of UV and visible continua, as has already been detailed.

With regard to the interesting, but highly speculative proposal we had made for an optical chain

reaction (OCR) in CO(N 3)2, we did make an attempt to drive infrared multiphoton dissociation

(IRMPD) with a CO 2 TEA laser to see if laser action on the CO vibrational transitions could be

made to occur. Plenty of -5 rim CO* fluorescence was recorded, but no laser action was observed.

Our conclusion was that the CO' population produced by decomposition of the parent molecule

was probably not inverted. In this system, it may be the vibrationally excited nitrogen that is in-

verted. These hypotheses will undoubtedly be tested sometime in the future, when it becomes

possible to probe the spectral regions required.
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Table I. Maximum Transient Enhancements of 11 Absorption C'oefficients Observed for -308-nm

Photolysis

Pump Prohe Pump 11 Probe

11 351.9 2.1 1.5

TI 377.6 IH) 1.6
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. la Spectrum of Ba Raman Stokes light, recorded with the use of a scanning

monochrometer and PbS detector.

Fig. Ib Spectrum of femtosecond, gas-phase, I JV continuum.

Fig. Ic Spectrum of femtosecond, gas-phase, visible continuum.

Fig. 2 Diagram of existing 160-fsec kinetic absorption spectrometer, configured for 248-nm

UV pumping, and broadband t IV probing.

Fig. 3 Diagram of photophysical processes involved in the subpicosecond DARCO exper-

iment.

Fig. 4 (a) Absorbance (base 10) with probe delayed ;4 psec with respect to pump. (b)

Absorbance with probe pulse preceding pump pulse.

Fig. 5 Peak Bt A-t absorbance as a function of pump-probe delay time.

Fig. 6 (a) Time-resolved absorption spectra recorded in the vicinit.. .f the 377.6-nm TI res-

onance line, following the application of 160-fsec, 308-nm pump pulses to I'il vapor.

(b) Calculated transient absorption spectra. The relative pump-probe separation is

indicated on the right.

Fig. 7 Time dependence of the amplitude of the induced polarization, corresponding to the

trace in Fig. 6b with a pump-probe separation 0.2 psec.

Fig. 8 Plot of amplitude of the electric field radiated by the induced polarization, and its

phase relative to the carrier frequency m,. Trajectories corresponding to four traces

in Fig. 6b are shown.
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Fig. 9 Time-resolved absorption spectra recorded in the vicinity of the Na "1" lines when

Nal is photolyzed with -200-fsec pulses at 248.5 nm. Between each spectrum the

pump-probe separation was increased by 100 fsec.

Fig. 10 Growth in time of Na absorption peak at - 589 nm, following photolysis by

--200-fsec, 248.5-nm pulses.

Fig. II Growth in time of Na absorption peak at - 58q nm, following photolysis of Nal by

160-fsec, 308-nm pulses.

Fig. 12 Time resolved absorption spectra recorded in the vicinity of the TI 377.6-nm line after

photolysis of Tl-cyclopentadienyl vapor with a 160-fsec, 308-nm pulse. Parallel

pump, probe polarizations. Between each spectrum, the pump-probe separation wis

increased by 100 fsec.

Fig. 13 Absorption spectrum of CN (B2
, ,- X2', 0-0 band), recorded I psec after appli-

cation of 200-fsec, 248-nm photolysis pulse to I'N vapor.

Fig. 14 Growth of CN absorption spectrum following application of 200-fsec, 248-nm

photolysis pulse to ICN vapor. Absorption measured at peak of the P-branch band

head.

Fig. 15 Electronic states of Bi 2 as represented in (i. Gerber and IIP. Broida, J. Chem. Phys.

64 , 3423 (1976). The dashed curve (M') is schematically drawn as a result of our

work (see text).

Fig. 16 Transient absorption spectra taken in the vicinity of the Bi lines near 299.0, 299.3 nm.

100 fsec between successive spectra. Perpendicular pump, probe polarizations.

Asymptotic line shapes not yet fully attained in this sequence.
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Fig. 3 Diagram of photophysical processes involvecd in the subpicosecond DABCO exper-

iment.
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Fig. 7 Time dependence of the amplitude of the induced polarization, corresponding to the
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Fig. 9 Time-resolved absorption spectra recorded in the vicinity of the Na 'D' lines when

NaT is photolyzed with -200.scc pulses at 248.5 nm. Between each spectrumn the

pump-probe separation was increased by 100 fsec.
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Fig. 16 Transient absorption spectra taken in the vicinity of the Bi lines near 299.0, 299.3 rim.

100 fsec between successive spectra. Perpendicular pump, probe polarizations.

Asymptotic line shapes not yet hilly attained in this sequence.


